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Ronbow® Unites with Designers Matteo Thun & Antonio Rodriguez
for New 1960s Inspired NOCE Collection
Bath Furnishings Co. Introduces Signature Series Collection
Designed by Former Art Director for Swatch
FREMONT, CALIF. — Northern California-based luxury bathroom furnishings manufacturer
®
Ronbow presents the NOCE Collection, a mid-century inspired bathroom suite series of vanities,
hutches, wheel cabinets, side cabinets, two variations of vessel basins, and a unique LED mirror
– all designed by Matteo Thun and Antonio Rodriguez. The NOCE collection is reminiscent of
iconic 1960s vintage style with a modern, functional twist, including LEDs and integrated electrical
outlets and USB ports. NOCE is part of the new Signature Series by Ronbow, a diverse collection
of extreme quality and refined luxury with globally trendsetting bathroom products designed by
the world’s premier artists, designers and design firms. The Signature Series brings together 11
new collections from nine top European designers under one single brand.
Matteo Thun is an award-winning architect and designer who has taught design at the University
of Applied Arts in Vienna and has served as Art Director for Swatch. In 1984, Thun founded his
own studio in Milan, Italy, while Antonio Rodriguez, starting from 2003, was head of product
design and partner of Matteo Thun & Partners before partnering with Thun under the new
industrial design firm MTDR.
“We are thrilled to bring Matteo Thun and Antonio Rodriguez’s new design to life with NOCE,”
said Stuart Stanton, executive vice president at Ronbow. “The NOCE collection is a beautiful and
iconic mid-century addition to our Signature Series. Its vintage style and modern functionality
make it the perfect on-trend choice for any contemporary bathroom.”

From left to right: 1) Matteo Thun & Antonio Rodriguez’s design showpiece focuses on a hutch with
integrated LED lighting, open shelving and a unique LED mirror. 2) The two full-extension, soft-close
drawers include woven drawer liners with two USB ports & two electrical outlets in top drawer.
3) Side cabinet includes one soft-close door that opens to four large wood shelves.
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Antonio Rodriquez & Matteo Thun

The main pieces in the collection are offered in two finishes: American Walnut and American
Walnut with Sabbia Beige drawer/door fronts and sides, both with Glossy Black wood legs. At the
center of the collection is the stunning NOCE vanity, inspired by mid-century modern furniture,
which features a hutch and integrated LED mirror – creating a freestanding showpiece for the
bath. The vanity is offered in four sizes. The 27" and 39" vanities include two German
manufactured, full-extension, soft-close drawers with Hettich brand glass drawer boxes and
woven drawer liner; the top drawer includes two electrical outlets and USB ports. The 51" version
features two soft-close drawers, an interior fixed wood shelf with a U-shaped cutout, and an open
shelf on the right side. Finally, the 78" version includes two electrical outlets and USB ports in the
top drawer, woven drawer liner, and an open shelf in the middle. The vanities are finished off with
tops made of 3/4" thick Wide White TechStone™. Recommended above counter vessel sinks in
white ceramic include a square and rounded square variation with optional matching drain covers.

From left to right: 1) NOCE vanity and hutch combination shown in Sabbia Beige and American
Walnut. 2) Unique rounded square ceramic vessel designed by Matteo Thun and Antoino Rodriquez.

For the 51" and 78" vanities, consumers can also choose from optional statement hutches in two
styles with integrated LED lighting and open shelving. Offered in full mirror or wood back
versions, both NOCE hutches include an LED light strip at the top and four fixed open shelves.
Users can add even more storage and decor with matching components: a wheel cabinet (29")
with two drawers, woven drawer liners and locking Italian Rotala wheels; a side cabinet (71") with
one soft-close door that opens left to right with four fixed shelves; and finally, a round 20" LED
mirror. All of NOCE’s pieces include push-open drawers and doors.
®

About Ronbow
®
For over a decade, Ronbow has been a leading global manufacturer and distributor of luxurious
bathroom furnishings. Known for their crafting of furniture and ceramics, with a keen attention to
detail, Ronbow selects the highest-quality hardwood and materials, putting each furniture piece
through a rigorous 10-step finishing process that is finalized with a comprehensive assembly
process. From rich traditional to classic contemporary and refined European collections, Ronbow
offers a multitude of styles and finishes to complement any design aesthetic. Their new Signature
Series features collections by some of the world’s leading design professionals, including Phoenix
Design, Kurz Kurz Design, Pininfarina, Ora Ito and Matteo Thun & Antonio Rodriguez. Ronbow
provides a variety of configurations, sizes and materials to inspire a unique, personalized
experience. For more information on Ronbow, please visit www.ronbow.com
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About MTDR
Matteo Thun & Partners is a brand for architectural and interior projects as well as for product
design, acting on an international scale and including two sub-brands: Matteo Thun and Luca
Colombo’s architecture and interior design firm MTLC for Italian projects, and Matteo Thun and
Antonio Rodriguez’s design studio MTDR. A third branch under the same leadership is to be
established in Shanghai, China. The creative approach of Matteo Thun and Antonio Rodriguez to
product design is characterized by simplified forms and the use of warm and natural materials,
with the goal to influence the evolution of everyday life.
For additional information and to arrange an interview with Matteo Thun and Antonio Rodriguez,
please contact David Schlocker at DRS and Associates: (818) 981-8210
davidrs@drsandassociates.com
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